


Leadership has been defined as
“the ability to inspire willing

action”
Emphasis is placed on the

"willing." But to understand leadership,
we need to delve a little deeper than
that.

One thing which experience has
proven over and over again down
through the ages is that when any
group of people are thrown together
for any length of time or for any
project, a leader will emerge from
the group - one to whom they will
listen and give their confidence and
support.

Their position on the organization
chart or their title alone cannot make
a person a genuine leader. They
must have certain traits and skills, or
they will surely fail. In business, it
has been shown again and again
that these skills can be learned and
the traits can be developed in any
individual who is willing to exert an
effort based on strong desire and a
true hunger for success.

Generally, a leader or teacher
does not actually ‘develop’ another
person but rather they encourage

and inspire that person to develop
themselves from within. Thus,
leadership is, in a large sense, self-
initiated.

However, it is my view that the
"perfect leader" has yet to be born.
We all have room for self-
improvement. If we can agree upon
what it takes to be a good leader -
what are the traits of leadership,
what are the skills - we will at least
have made a good start. We should
analyze every genuine leader we
know and try to learn which qualities
influenced us to consider them a
good leader.

And that is what I have done: My
first experience of leading was
thrust upon me at the tender age of
eight years old, when I captained my
school soccer team. Since then I
have always been the captain - it is as
well, because I am not a very good
follower however hard I have tried.

Does your leader inspire you into
willing action ... or uninspire you into
unwilling action?

Final question: Are great leaders
born or made? It seems that
everyone has a view on that - every

man, his dog, and most of his dog's
best friends: I'll share my views
another time....watch this space.

Jonathan Farrington,
CEO Top Sales World

Catch Jonathan's award winning
daily blog here - The JF Blogit

PS: Do get across to Top Sales
World as often as you can – there
are new resources being added
every day, from the world’s
leading sales experts, and it is all
FREE.

Does Your Leader Inspire “Willing Action?”
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Jeffrey Gitomer has been an
unwavering voice in sales for

several decades. He continues to
enrich the field with his bold and
honest perspective. For most of us
he needs no introduction.
Nevertheless, he is the founder of
multiple businesses, a business
consultant, one of the top keynote
speakers, and prolific author of
sales books including record
breaking Wall Street Journal and
New York Time’s The Little Red
Book of Selling and The Sales
Bible. His official title is Chief
Executive Salesman, which gives
insight into the directness of his
message and his pride and passion
for selling.

I was thrilled to learn about
Jeffrey’s new book, The New Sale.
The e-book version will be available

in June and it is the first stage of his
vision for a ten book series that will
stretch his current focus from
sales/business to a more personal
business/life. The New Sale as he
describes it seems encyclopedic. It
covers how sales has evolved and
lays the foundation for not only
what has happened but what will
happen in the future of selling.
Never known to pull a punch,
Jeffrey says the book “takes the old
world of sales and sales training
and throws a pie in its face.”

Jeffery emphasized that the
rules of selling have changed
forever. He describes the changes
as happening over the past decade
but that too many salespeople and
sales trainers still operate in the
past. His new book will dispel 50 old
world sales realities and provide a

way to traverse the old world of
sales to the new. In short, he says
the old way of selling is dead. 

Here is a just a small sample of
changing from the old to the new:

� The era of the sales pitch is
over: I have always rejected the
“find the pain” school of selling. So I
was delighted to hear Jeffrey say,
“Don’t find the pain. Find the
pleasure.” In finding the pleasure
salespeople may find they have
something in common with the
customer, a point of connection,
genuine rapport, and a way to create
a closer bond.
� Aggressive selling is a thing of
the past: The aggressive salesperson
has given way to the assertive one.
Aggressive salespeople tell. Assertive
salespeople ask. Aggressive salespeople
go for the sale. Assertive salespeople
go for the customer.

An Interview with Jeffrey Gitomer  By Linda Richardson.

Smashing All 50 Rules 



The Linda Richardson Interview

� Customer satisfaction is no
longer the goal: Instead of customer
satisfaction, the prize is customer
loyalty. Jeffrey is unapologetic in
describing J.D. Power’s measure of
customer satisfaction “as the most
bogus measurement in the history
of business.” He holds that
customer satisfaction is meaningless.
It is a customer’s willingness to buy
again and make a referral, both of
which define loyalty, that matters.
� Sales is the now the pawn: “The
salesperson,” Jeffrey notes, “used
to be the king but now is the pawn.”
The world of qualifying the buyer
belongs to yesterday. The buyer is
already qualified and is qualifying
the salesperson. Salespeople must
enter the sale on an equal footing
with the customer. Customers are
“LinkedIn-ing, Facebook-ing, and
Twitter-ing” salespeople. But
because salespeople are under-
socialized they miss the chance to
position themselves as value
creators.

The New Sale will give salespeople
guidance in what they can “easily”
do to make sales for themselves
and their customers more fun and
more profitable. Jeffrey’s core
message is “Be called rather than
call.” He used himself as an
example having given 2500
presentation over the past 25 years
and never having made a sales
call—for every single seminar
booked customers called him first.
How did he manage to be in the
business of sales and never make
sales calls? Through word of mouth
and promotion which without the
Internet (when he started in 1992)
was much more difficult. 

To my thinking much of selling
today is about social media. In The
New Sale, Jeffrey’s objective is to
help salespeople understand “how
to maximize social media to
position and brand themselves
rather than self-promote
themselves”. 

He questioned why any
salesperson would cold call today
when they could use LinkedIn. The
good news is that in the new sales
environment salespeople are not
alone in this process—if they use
their informal network (friendships
and contacts they have made over
their careers who know, respect,
and sometimes love them) to
facilitate introductions and gain
customer respect. Jeffrey
underscored that “Respect
happens by reputation and
introduction.” He noted that in the
book Dig Your Well Before You’re
Thirsty, Harvey Mackay raises the
question of whom a person can
call at 2:00 in the morning. While
that list is understandably short, it
underscores that building a solid
informal network is critical. 

In the world of The New Sale,
social reputation and social selling
is paramount. Jeffery holds that a
salesperson who leverages the
Internet, a blog, an ezine, and a
YouTube channel, can become
“more popular than the New York
Times in a year or two” if he or she
offers the right information. 

Salespeople must establish a
reputation. They cannot hide any
more. When customers Google

them customers must find more
than a name. Without visibility and
a reputation as value creators,
many salespeople will be (and
have been) replaced. He
emphasized that questions such
as “Have you heard about us?” or
“Tell me about your business.”
have no place in the new selling.
To win today, salespeople and
sales trainers must “create a
buying atmosphere, and not an
atmosphere of bidding on a job”. 

Jeffrey is bold, generous, and
creative. He is outspoken and out
there. He brings a practical, solid,
and clear message that cuts
through theory to help all in sales
win and have fun doing so. 

Advice from Jeffrey Gitomer:
“Regardless where you are in your
career, a beginner or a seasoned
salesperson, deepen your belief in
your product, your company, and
yourself. Differentiate yourself
from the competition; don’t
compare yourself to the them.
Differentiation is about value,
comparison is about price. Believe
in your heart, not your head, that
the customer is better off
purchasing from you. Have an
unshakable attitude so that no
matter what happens to you, you
display resilience to rejection and
go to the next customer feeling
great. If you do these things you
will win!” This to me is great advice
from a “Chief Executive Salesman”
of the first order.
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To find out more about Chief Executive Salesman
Jeffrey Gitomer, visit here.
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In pop culture, it’s a different story.
Salespeople are represented by

the likes of Leonardo DiCaprio’s
flamboyant character in The Wolf of
Wall Street, who addresses a group
on how to make a sale by
challenging them to “sell me this
pen.” And popular business author

Dan Pink comes at it from yet
another angle, touting a personality
study which claims that “ambiverts”
(people neither extremely introverted
or extroverted) sell best.

These traits are so broad that, at
best, they simply say that people
tend to do business with people

they like (but not always and not as
often as many sales trainers
assume). At worst, they recycle the
old cynical description of a
salesperson as someone who
practices “the art of arresting the
human intelligence long enough to
get money from it.” In both cases,

Sales talent has less to do with personality and relationship building than most realize.
What does it take to be a good salesperson? There’s a wide range of responses. Most
reflect what you’d expect to find in the Boy Scout Handbook, with commonly cited traits
like modesty, listening, curiosity, achievement orientation, and lack of discouragement. 

The Myths Behind Pushy Salespeople 



Frank Cespedes

they’re stereotypes — formulaic
and hackneyed images that
obscure the realities.

For the realities, look at
successful entrepreneurs—most of
whom, in early-stage ventures,
must sell—and their diverse paths.
Jim Koch, for instance, went from
bar to bar with six packs of beer to
get Sam Adams started. Larry
Ellison adopted famously aggressive
sales tactics when he started
Oracle Technology, a business
where, if you win, you win a long-
term contract and a string of
licensing fees, and if you lose,
you’re out of that account for years.
It pays to be aggressive in that
situation. But Mary Kay Ash
focused her cosmetics salespeople
on a combination of visible
incentives (the signature pink
Cadillacs), the intrinsic rewards and
constant celebration of female

achievement (when outlets for such
achievements were more limited),
and the kinder and gentler power of
social networks.

In short, sales talent comes in all
temperaments, because selling
jobs vary greatly, from the products
sold and the customers encountered
to the relative importance of
technical knowledge as opposed to
relationship-building. Studies have
examined emotional and rational
appeals, product versus personal
selling approaches, qualities like
“emotional intelligence,” and
demographics (e.g., age, education,
years of sales experience), and they
find no clear cause-and-effect links
between personality and sales
success.

Selling effectiveness is not a
generalized trait. It’s a function of
the sales task. These conclusions
have financial, social, and
governance implications. Most
firms spend more on sales than any
other area. Across industries,
salesperson turnover is about 25%
annually, which means that the
equivalent of the entire sales
organization must be hired and
trained about every four years in
many firms. That’s a lot of money
and effort, so beware the sales guru
with the all-purpose assessment
tool or training methodology.

And think about the criteria used
by managers in hiring and training.
Research indicates a weak link
(typically, less than 25%) between
interview predictions (with or

without personality tests) and job
success, especially in sales, where
many managers hire in their own
image because “how I did it is the
way to do it.” The best results,
however, occur when try-outs trump
interviews, which is why some firms
pay job candidates to spend
several weeks working on a project
before making a hiring decision.

There are also societal
implications. About 14 million people
have sales jobs in the U.S., and this
ignores the millions more who are
called associates or managing
directors, but who sell for a living.
Unfounded stereotypes block paths
for many people who could do the
job, but never get a chance due to a
blinkered assessment tool or
unfounded assumption about
having “the right personality” for the
job.

Finally, a warning to executives
and board members. If you are
evaluating sales numbers, the facts
about selling should motivate you to
examine and ask questions right
now about the part sales tasks play
in your strategy in order to avoid
being misled by glib generalizations
about selling. The sales task, not a
mythical “sales personality,” is the
place to start to improve top-line
performance and big resource
allocations in your firm. One size
does not fit all.                                   �
This article first appeared in
Fortune Magazine on February 6th
2015.
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Frank Cespedes is the Senior Lecturer of Business
Administration at Harvard Business School. Find
out more about Frank here.
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Alyssa Drury

The author suggests a number of
marketing investments he would

make with a budget increase of $1
million, naming things such as “hire
a rock star head of product
marketing” and “beef up sales
enablement.” But one of Seismic’s
Sales Directors brought up a few
issues with these investments. He
claimed that a marketing team still
might not see success even if the
$1 million was spent productively.
Each bullet point below is
something that the article’s author
said he would do with $1 million,
and the question that follows is an
example of how we saw each
investment potentially failing.

What happens if you:
Hire a rock star head of product
marketing…
…But the field won’t use or cannot
access your latest content?

Better understand customers
and how they want to buy…

…But you don’t use this
knowledge to offer personalized
communications?

Utilize predictive analytics…
…But once you identify the right
prospects, your content doesn’t
resonate with their needs?

Beef up sales enablement…
…But sales cannot access or
customize content from any
platform or device?

Create more case studies...
…But marketing spends too much
time updating, managing and
delivering them to the field?

Commission a survey…
…But the survey isn’t dynamic,
can’t pose questions applicable to
a specific audience, or capture the
right information?

Double down on the right
content and activities…
…But your system cannot offer the
right content, for the right prospect
at the right time?

These are real issues that plague
marketing teams who think they
might be doing everything right.
The reality is that the majority of
companies still:

� Manually update all presentations
and content each time new data is
available
� Don’t have the right insights
about how content is being used
by reps and customers
� Aren’t personalizing content for
each specific sales conversation

But it doesn’t take $1 million to fix
these problems. It can be as
simple as revisiting your content
updating and personalization
processes, assessing the
efficiency of these processes, and
finding a way to reduce the time
spent on these processes from
days to minutes. Enable your
marketing team to be nimble,
powerful and efficient by giving
them the tools they need to
succeed.                                           �

What Would You Do With A
Million Marketing Dollars? 
Last week, a Gartner article made its way around our office.
It was titled “If I Had A Million Dollars,” so it obviously drew
the attention of our sales reps. One took it to heart though,
and questioned whether these marketing investments
would be worth it if they weren’t executed properly.
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“Any enterprise CEO really ought to be able to ask a
question that involves connecting data across the
organization, to be able to run a company effectively,
and especially to be able to respond to unexpected
events. Most organizations are missing this ability to
connect all the data together.”
Sir Tim Berners-Lee
President & Co-Founder, Open Data Institute

http://info.avention.com/1409-idgDataEbook.html?utm_program=70160000000oiVZ&utm_source=OnlineAd&utm_medium=Paid&utm_campaign=IDGWhitepaper&utm_region=Global


Although the applicability of this
concept isn't exclusive to sales

or espionage, it none the-less
serves as a perfect example of the
theory that the desk is a dangerous
place from which to view the world
for senior sales leaders because if
you're behind a desk, you're not out
in the world, and as we all know, the
world is a rapidly changing place.

It is only natural that the evolution
of sales management principles and
sales leaders is based on

experience and the mastering of a
craft. For a sales leader, the journey
likely started years before, perhaps
fresh out of school with their first
position as a junior sales person.
Subsequent advancement and
promotions probably included roles
as a sales manager, sales director,
or area vice president. This is a
graduation process, usually taking
place over years or decades in
many cases.

The wealth of experience and

expertise acquired over this time
can not be dismissed. Most sales
leaders - and specifically the good
ones - are those who have
immersed themselves into their
trade and earned their stripes
through hard work, diligence and
accomplishment. Generally speaking,
these are people who have walked
the walk time and time again,
garnering them a position of
knowledge coupled with wisdom. 

The more successful the leader,

There is a wonderful quote in the John le Carré novel, Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy; “A desk is
a dangerous place from which to view the world.” While the context of Mr. le Carre's novel
surrounded espionage, it offers wonderful perspective to the world of B2B sales.

A Desk is a Dangerous Place
From Which to View the World 
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David A. Gordon

the higher they climb the food
chain, taking on increasingly more
senior positions until the very best
reach the top tier of sales
leadership, usually with the title of
SVP or EVP Sales.

Of course, the larger the
company, the larger the sales
departments become with most
SVP or EVP of sales responsible for
hundreds of people or more. There
are VP's reporting into the SVP,
AVP's reporting into the VP,
directors reporting to the AVP's,
managers reporting to the Directors
and finally, sales people to
managers. 

As time goes by, the role of the
SVP evolves until the job becomes
more of a general management job
with focus and attention around
larger macro issues impacting the
organization's sales. Budgeting,
compensation, and HR are some
good examples of the many tasks
that the SVP or EVP of sales is
responsible for. For the sake of this
discussion, let's define these tasks
as "off street" functions of
managing a large sales force.

Make no mistake; these are vital
and complex components to
running a successful sales
organization. However, these are
functions that often have little to do
with the day-to -day direct customer
challenges that actual sales people
encounter each and every day, and
for which the sales person requires
coaching, training and support.

The impetus behind this post
comes from my years and years of
experience working with both ends
of the stick, the most senior of sales
leaders, and the most junior of
sales people, and the experiences

encountered as a result.
With strikingly little exception, I

have found that the more senior
position the sales leader has
ascended to, the further they have
drifted away from truly understanding
many fundamental challenges
faced by their sales force,
particularly at the client direct level. 

These can be simple subjects like
how dress codes have changed, or
how automation has changed the
way people communicate at the
"street" level. But there are often
more egregious examples of how
little the most senior of sales leaders
understand the circumstance facing
the sales person. Things like cultural
shifts in a customer category, or
expectations of service parameters
that have changed since the "leader"
was a "sales person". 

Often, the precursor to a mis-
guided pronouncement is when the
leader begins with... "Back when I
was selling", or "The way I used to
do it that was so successful for me".
There are other iterations but
unfortunately the message is the
same and usually falls on the same
ears, those of a street level sales
person who struggles to reconcile
the reality they face with the
solution they are hearing. 

To be a successful senior sales
leader in today's fast paced world,
those that win actually slow down
and take a step back. They will go
to their closet and dust off the
shoes they wore years ago, and
personally experience the reality
that their team encounters at the

street level.
Successful leaders still need to

be experts and top tier performers
when it comes to forecasting,
creating business plans or pricing
strategies, but they will also spend
more time in the field. They will
experience what their team
experiences, not from their
preferred perch as SVP of sales,
but achieved without the unfair
advantage their title bestows. 

The really smart sales leaders
pick a time and a place - perhaps
once a month - where they
temporarily demote themselves to
the position of "sales person" and in
that position, contact, engage with
and interact with their customer
base so that they experience what
the sales person experiences. 

They employ the same product
or service offerings, tactics,
strategies and approaches available
to their sales force and experience
the test-drive first hand. 

Top sales leaders possess a
keen understanding of what works,
and what doesn't in the present day,
and are able to provide first hand
evidence to the legitimacy of their
direction. 

Remember, the best leaders
lead by example. If as a leader, you
can offer authentic empathy to your
team, versus your notion of how
things were back in the day, then
you will truly understand what it
takes to get better, by getting out
from behind the desk!                      �
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Sales Leaders are always looking for the latest
systems, tools and advice to improve sales

performance. So why wouldn't you want to put
your business in front of 3000 of them?

Sales Innovation Expo was created to provide the one-stop marketplace for Sales
Leaders to find THE cutting edge. It is the largest and most important event for
professional sales leaders and is a must-attend event in the calendar of any sales
leader. 

We attract quality, high value visitors where attendees are not only the decision-
makers within their sector but are also engaged with the content of the event and want
to learn how your product or service will improve their sales. We ensure that Sales
Leaders are happy to take time out of their busy schedule by:

� Creating an educational environment where insightful information can be actioned
to make practical changes to your operations 

� Offering a line-up of innovative, thought-leading International speakers 
� Ensuring our workshops cover contemporary topics, addressing the real-life issues

a Sales Director faces
� Unlike other sales trade exhibitions, Sales Leaders can take advantage of all of this

completely for free.

With the likes of MHI Global and Top Sales World exhibiting, Sales Innovation Expo
attracts world-renowned companies in the industry.

http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL


Accompanying the extensive list of suppliers is a comprehensive seminar schedule
with industry experts sharing their thought-leading guidance. The likes of Gartner’s VP
Distinguished Analyst Tiffani Bova, MHI Global’s sales expert Tamara Schenk and our
very own Jonathan Farrington and will be sharing their expertise with visitors who will
be inspired to see how exhibitors can help them put that guidance into action. 

The event is well-established and ensures that, as an exhibitor, you can feel confident
that the footfall to your stand will generate the results you are looking for.

For further information please view the media pack, visit the website or to enquire
about exhibiting contact: 

Eddy Lawrance on 07855019037 or eddy.lawrance@prysmgroup.co.uk.

http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/speakers/tiffani-bova-vp-distinguished-analyst
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/speakers/tamara-schenk
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/speakers/jonathan-farrington
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qgieuh6o9w6ipx6/SIE_Sales_Brochure2015.pdf?dl=0/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL
http://www.salesinnovationexpo.co.uk/tracker.asp?code=TSWSALESEMAIL
mailto:eddy.lawrance@prysmgroup.co.uk
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Being mindful is one of the core
principles of consultative

selling and it should be the core
principle when doing business.
Where do you stand?

Courtesy Rules
In my opinion, courtesy should
never be ignored just to get to
results. As a matter of fact, I would

Recently, I have been following a LinkedIn discussion
where the following question was posed? When calling,
should you ask a prospect whether it’s a good time to
speak? Living in a consultative sales world, and teaching
the principles of a consultative sales process, to me the
answer was simple. Yes.

In Sales, Should Courtesy Be
Tossed Out The Window? 



Monika D’Agostino

argue that the results could be short
lived if you just want to get your
point across at all costs.

We live in a world where people
are looking at different indicators
and measures, not only monetary
gain and that’s a good thing in my
view. Companies are starting to
embrace business practices that
show that they care. And it has
been proven to help the bottom line
whether it’s genuine or not.

Is Sales the Exception?
So, why do some people think sales
should be the exception? What is
the basis of their assumption that in
the sales world we can ignore
practices that have been proven to
work in other business disciplines?

Nobody Wants to be Interrupted
(or do you?)

In my many years of calling on
C-Level executives, I firmly believe
that when you interrupt somebody’s
work day, you should always be
courteous and professional – first
and foremost. Asking your prospect

if it’s a good time to speak and
giving the person an option will not
only leave a good impression, it will
lead to a good conversation. If
sales people just start off with a
generic pitch – and “fast-talking” –
they most likely won’t get the
attention of the person they are
actually trying to connect with. I
know for myself that when people
call me and start reeling off their
pitch, I’m mainly annoyed. For the
most part I don’t even listen to what
they are saying. My goal is to get
them off the phone.

Teach Your People Well, But
Not to be Rude
One of the LinkedIn discussion
participants even said that he is
teaching his people to never ask
that question because they then
can’t get their point across and it
only invites a “No, I don’t have
time”. Making that point just leads
me to believe this person has no
confidence in the people she/he
hires to present themselves
confidently on the phone.

Of course it depends on the
situation and maybe your
introduction could start with a
simple way of saying, “Hi, I won’t
take much of your time. Would you
mind listening to my short business
introduction if this is a good time for
you?” Wording, timing and applying
common sense is essential, in life
as well as in business. Teaching
your salespeople to basically be
rude certainly wouldn’t attract me to
work for or with a company

embracing that sales approach.

Desperation is a Bad Motivator
Salespeople who start off with a
pitch in the fear they won’t gain
attention can come across as
desperate. And that’s one of the
reasons why salespeople often
have a bad reputation. One person
in the LinkedIn discussion said that
people should screen their calls
and use caller ID to decide if they’ll
take the call. Well, many unsolicited
calls come in as “Unknown” on my
caller ID, so do some calls from
Europe. So I am always tempted to
answer the phone because I
wouldn’t want to miss a call from
family or friends in Vienna, Austria,
for example. Does that mean I
should be punished with rude sales
behavior for picking up?

Do Your Research & People
will Listen

If you do your research and you
know something about the
company and the person that you
are calling on, you will always be in
a better position to open a dialogue.
Also, if you introduce yourself via
email and then call to follow up,
your “cold call” won’t come across
as completely out of the blue.

In closing, there are many ways
to prospect effectively. I prospect
every day on behalf of my clients
with huge success. But ignoring
courtesy is definitely not part of my
recipe.                                                �
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To find out more about Monika D’Agostino visit
here.

So, why do some
people think sales

should be the
exception? What is the

basis of their
assumption that in the

sales world we can
ignore practices that
have been proven to

work in other business
disciplines?

http://www.consultativesalesacademy.net/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Read+article+by+@MonikaDAgostino+in+Top+Sales+Magazine+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
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Tiffani Bova

The first presentation was from
Todd Berkowitz where he shared

how technology purchase patterns
have changed and the buying cycle
is more dynamic and customer-
driven. His session called out a few
recommendations:

� Technology and service providers
must rapidly adjust their marketing
strategies to create awareness,
generate demand and close more
deals.
� Provider marketers need to
understand what buyers expect at
different phases in the buying cycle,
align their activities to those phases,
and ensure they are telling a
compelling and differentiated story
that resonates with both prospects
and customers.

I couldn’t have asked for a better set
up for my “Future of Sales”
presentation which immediately
followed his. I asked how many
people in the room were responsible
for ‘marketing’ and almost everyone
raised their hands (all but 4), which
gave me a great opportunity to ask
questions, test some of my thinking
and tailor the advice I usually give to
sales leaders to marketers instead.

While I had a bit of fun with it, the
answers to my questions validated
one of my biggest concerns I see

between marketing and sales
organizations today – they lack the
necessary customer connection to
respond appropriately to the
recommendations given above. While
not scientific by any means, or worthy of
a Gartner research note, the answers to
my quick questions were telling (and
concerning on many levels)

� Q: How many of you believe you
have a good handle on your
customer buying cycle? Only 3
people raised their hands
� Q: How many of you (from
marketing) have gone on / or listened
in on a sales call in the past year?
Only 1 person raised their hand

Honestly, I was a bit surprised – and
even when I pressed the responses
stayed the same. So, why does that
alarm me? Well, the goal of
generating ‘leads’, interest and
demand is to close more business,
right? And a key role of marketing is
to enable that process both with
content, tools, insights and more
personalized engagements. But how
can they do that if they don’t ever get
in front of customers? While I agree
looking at data, message testing,

social listening and digital marketing
are critical, the problem with only
doing those things is you miss the
must have perspective of sitting in
front of a customer – having a
conversation and hearing what
matters to them in that moment.
The insights you can gain by just
going on just a few sales calls (per
quarter) will be invaluable to the
next decision you make. It should
provide a different perspective
about what is working and what is
no longer valued by the customer.

So I challenged those who were
in the room to go on at least one
sales call in the next 90 days and
keep me posted on what they learned.
I also gave them a critical suggestion
to ensure the insights they gained
were not tainted – the role they were
to play during the client meeting is
that of a sales rep in training and not
a marketer, and they are just there to
listen. That way they can hear
firsthand what sales deals with every
day and see if what marketing
produces for sales to use is even
helpful. Joining sales calls can also
help build trust and alignment with
sellers and customers and
respecting the customers buying
process is where you have a real
opportunity to differentiate yourself in
2015. While it might take some work,
it will be worth it in the end.

If you weren’t at our session and
you are a marketer, I challenge you
as well – go on a sales call and let me
know what you learned.                      �
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I participated in a Gartner Local Briefing in San Francisco
last week with a number of my colleagues. We had about
150 people in attendance from both small and large
technology providers. 

Tiffani Bova is a VP, Distinguished Analyst at
Gartner. Find out more here.

Sales Leaders: Invite Marketing to
Go On Some Sales Calls in 2015 

http://blogs.gartner.com/todd-berkowitz/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3-IRByKrPQ
http://blogs.gartner.com/hank-barnes/2015/01/20/tech-buyers-want-vendors-to-respect-their-buying-process/
http://blogs.gartner.com/tiffani-bova/
http://www.linkedin.com/cws/share?url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://plusone.google.com/_/+1/confirm?hl=en&url=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
http://twitter.com/home/?status=Read+article+by+@Tiffani_Bova+in+Top+Sales+Magazine+via+@topsalesworld+http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2
https://www.facebook.com/sharer/sharer.php?u=http://bit.ly/1xv9Jw2


2015 Top Sales Academy
March 6th - Jonathan Farrington
“How to Manage, Retain and Develop 
Your Most Important Customers”

March 13th - Barbara Giamanco
“The eFactor: Why Customer 
Experience is the Next Big Thing”

March 20th - Lori Richardson
“Sales GEMS: Multifaceted 
Prospecting Success”  

March 27th - Jeff Shore
“Be Bold and Win the Sale”

April 3rd - Frank Cespedes
“Linking Strategy and Sales” 

April 10th - Dan McDade
“SMART Nurturing: Triple Return 
on Marketing Investments”  

April 17th - Jim Cathcart
“Increasing your Success Velocity™” 

April 24th - Dave Kurlan
“How to Coach Salespeople Like a Pro” 

Phase Two will run from March to
October 2015. Each week a new
session will become available on
site for registered members to
view. Registration is free - Go here!

March/April Timetable

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

Inventor Thomas Edison, dubbed
the “Wizard of Menlo Park,” is
credited with saying, “I have not
failed, I’ve just found 10,000 ways
not to do it,” summing up the
inventor’s dilemma. With no proven
approach or established best
practices to follow, he had little
choice but to “figure it out,” one
failure at time. The result, maybe on
attempt 10,001 was the light blub.

Left to figure it out, one customer
and opportunity at a time creates a
performance dilemma for the sales
rep. They can’t afford 10,000
failures before they begin to
recognize and apply the patterns,

activities and messages that
happen when customers buy. They
can’t lose winnable opportunities
because they missed a common
variable or failed to execute on a
specific selling activity. They don’t
have time to individually craft
uniquely brilliant, one-off strategies
for each interaction only to see
them fail. Sales professionals must
deliver revenue and they have to
perform, now. That’s the reality of
professional selling.

To perform, sales professionals
must efficiently manage multiple
accounts and opportunities ...

The VP of Sales job is tenuous.
If you are a CEO who is wondering
whether your current VP of Sales is
the best person for the job, this blog
post is for you.

At SBI we see great turnover in
the VP of Sales role, often driven by
CEOs who are not satisfied with
their current sales executive. And
yet, in the majority of cases, the
new sales leader hired by the CEO
falls out of favor in a relatively short
period of time. Thus, it is no
surprise that the average tenure of
an American VP of Sales is less
than two years. This is true even in
the mid-market segment where

many companies are growing
quickly. Even revenue growth does
not inoculate a VP of Sales from
CEO displeasure with their
performance.

The CEO’s dilemma – do I have
the right sales leader?

For CEOs who ask, "should I
even think about a replacement for
my current sales leader?”, here are
some quick tips to help:
� Is your sales leader getting
better at predicting the future? Do
their predictions reach farther into
the future? If not, poor forecasting
may be a fatal weakness for them.

Read More Here�

Read More Here�

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Trial and Error   
by Joe Galvin

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
Is It Time To Change Your Sales Leader? 
by Mike Drapeau
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